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On behalf of myself and members of Orillia Council, I am pleased to present Realizing our Potential, the City of Orillia’s Strategic Plan. 
  
This Strategic Plan will serve as a roadmap and set the stage for decision making and priority setting for the City of Orillia over the next several years.  
  
In early 2019, the City of Orillia embarked on a strategic planning process alongside a Core Service and Organizational Review in order to conduct a 
comprehensive evaluation of the City’s current services and programs, and to establish a vision and plan for the future. This process provided us the 
opportunity to solicit feedback from hundreds of citizens to identify common interests, priorities and values in order to better understand where we all 
want to see Orillia today and in the future.  
  
The themes and goals identified in this plan will support the City in achieving its vision and mission. The vision, mission and goals of the Strategic Plan 
are a direct reflection of what we heard from the community – at focus groups, our open house, online survey, and contributions to the “Your Orillia” 
vision boards – as well as extensive workshops with Council.   
  
I would like to thank you on behalf of all members of Council for participating in this very important process. This plan will not collect dust on a shelf; it 
will be a living document that will continually guide Council’s decision-making process and help ensure City resources are directed where they will have 
the most impact and long-term benefit to the community.  
  
We will continue to serve Orillia proudly and look forward to delivering on the goals inspired by the community in this Strategic Plan.  
  
  
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
  
Steve Clarke, 
Mayor 
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On behalf of all City of Orillia staff, I want to express our commitment to the initiatives presented in this progressive Strategic Plan adopted by Council.  
 
From providing clean drinking water, maintaining roads and infrastructure, environmental management, snow removal, and waste management to 
strategic planning and economic development, as a municipality, we touch on the lives of Orillia residents every day.  
 
To ensure we are providing services efficiently and effectively for our community and to identify priorities and strategic actions to best position the 
City moving forward, Council and staff undertook a Service Review and Organizational Review in conjunction with developing a Strategic Plan.  
 
A successful plan must ensure that the priorities and strategies accurately reflect what matters most to citizens, builds on the City’s uniqueness, and 
considers available resources. As depicted in our new mission statement, this Strategic Plan solidifies a commitment from the City by ensuring the 
provision of quality services and taking action to provide opportunities in our community so that residents can live fulfilling lives physically, socially, 
and economically.  
 
Developed by staff, the City has adopted a motto – Proud, Progressive, Professional to crystalize the key elements of the mission statement. This is 
also a key theme in the Strategic Plan as we operate the corporation to best serve our community, for today and for the future. 
 
Orillia staff aspire to provide customer service excellence, and we ensure that City services are delivered in an open and transparent manner. I am 
honoured to work with a progressive Mayor and Council, and to lead a very dedicated and talented staff team.  Moving forward, we intend to better 
leverage technology and data to efficiently and effectively manage our operations and services with a continued strong focus on short and long-term 
financial sustainability while actively connecting with citizens and businesses. 
 
We look forward to working with our community and Council as we further develop and implement the goals outlined within this Strategic Plan. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
  
Gayle Jackson, 
Chief Administrative Officer 

  



What is the City’s Role? 
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The City of Orillia is responsible for the delivery of a number of critical municipal services and contracts with the County of Simcoe to provide a 
number of additional services.  Municipal services can be categorized in a number of ways including: 

Core Services – These are services that impact a broad spectrum of citizens and are critical to the function of the City.  Generally these services  
are prescribed in the governing Provincial legislation or regulation. These services would include items such as policing, fire, roads, water, 
wastewater and land use planning to name a few.  A core service like roads has a broad impact as all citizens would utilize roads either directly 
or indirectly.  

Non-Core Services – These are discretionary services and are generally services that are not legislated to be provided by the City and do not 
impact as many citizens as a core service. The nature of the provision of these services are not as prescribed or dictated by the Province of 
Ontario and the City has more discretion regarding the delivery method and levels of service provided. The provision of a core service like police 
or fire services are intended to cover all citizens, conversely for a non-core service like transit, library or a hockey arena, only a segment of the 
population may use the service.  This does not mean that the services are not important to the City, municipalities provide these services 
because they contribute to a complete community. These discretionary services can further be subdivided as follows:  

• Traditional Services – These are services that municipalities traditionally provide but are not core services.  These services include recreation 
programs, recreation facilities, parks, economic development and cultural services.  These services have broad impacts to citizens and the 
community but not as broad as core services.  

• Strategic and Optional Services – These are discretionary services that are provided by the City that are aimed to fill a strategic need, these 
services are generally specific to the community in which they are offered, for example, one municipality may strategically invest in the 
provision of marina services as part of an overall tourism strategy, where another may choose to invest in hosting cultural events to promote 
tourism. These services may also be provided to fill an identified community need.  An example of this is the Orillia Youth Centre service 
which is a community service that would normally be covered by the County; however, the City of Orillia provides this service in order to 
meet a specific community need.   
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The Increased Demands on  Municipal Services: 
 
The provision of services to a resident in Orillia can be a confusing myriad of various and 
sometimes intertwined levels of government.  Each level of government (Federal, 
Provincial, County and City) can interact through various funding sources and or 
agencies in order to deliver a service or solution to a societal problem.  For example, a 
social problem like substance abuse could easily involve Federal, Provincial, County and 
City levels of government and resources to address the challenge. Despite not falling 
within the typical responsibilities of a municipality, health care does impact the City due 
to the effects on the policing, fire and paramedic budgets, as well as the impact on 
visible social need, in the community.  Though this might not be a primary responsibility 
the City does play a part in the solution.   This is just one example of how the role of the 
City is being pressured to change and address more and more non-traditional municipal 
services.  Other examples include items such as environmental responsibility and 
broader social issues like affordable housing.   
 
The broadening of demands on municipal services has created increased pressure on 
municipalities, including Orillia.  The purpose of this Strategic Plan is to provide guidance 
on where Orillia may wish to invest its resources.   

Orillia 

Federal 

Provincial 

County 

City 
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Introduction to the Strategic Plan 
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Background and Context  
Introduction 
With the increasingly complex environment that Ontario’s 
municipalities operate in, the City of Orillia has recognized the need 
to engage in a proactive approach to change, and enhance its 
commitment to effective and transparent management, fiscal 
responsibility, and responsiveness to community needs. As a result, 
the City of Orillia embarked on a strategic planning process alongside 
a core service and organizational review in May 2019 to conduct a 
comprehensive evaluation of the City’s current services and 
programs, and to establish a vision and plan for the future.  

Purpose of the Plan 
The purpose of this Municipal Strategic Plan is to serve as a roadmap, 
providing clear direction on the City’s priorities and vision for the 
future. With input from City’s Council, senior management, staff, 
residents, businesses, and other stakeholders, the Strategic Plan 
articulates a common vision and action plan for the City to move 
forward. It also provides strategic direction in regard to key focus 
areas and specific goals for each, and can act as a guide when 
resource allocation decisions are made to ensure the most beneficial 
and impactful outcomes for the City and its residents are achieved.  

 

 

Strategic Planning Approach 
A key component of the creation of the Municipal Strategic Plan is to 
first identify the factors that make Orillia unique, as well as the City’s 
current strengths and challenges. These factors can then be 
considered and either built on or addressed in order for the City to 
realize its vision for the future.  

A series of data collection tactics (i.e. surveys, handouts, interviews, 
vision boards, Canadian Index of Wellbeing data and focus groups) 
were utilized throughout the strategic planning processes, all of 
which were designed to garner feedback from a variety of 
stakeholders, recognizing the importance of developing a common 
vision for Orillia’s future.  

With an understanding of the City, its strengths and challenges, a 
strategic plan was developed to support the City in achieving its 
common vision for the future. The Municipal Strategic Plan not only 
provides a shared sense of direction, but it also acts as an actionable 
roadmap that will serve the City for years to come.  

Moving forward, the Municipal Strategic Plan should be considered a 
“living document”, having the flexibility to continually adapt to any 
external and internal factors that may impact the priorities of the 
City. 
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Background and Context  
Use of the Plan 
The Strategic Plan should be used to guide Council and management 
decisions going forward. Once the Strategic Plan is approved the 
following should be undertaken: 

• The City’s senior management team should evaluate the 
preliminary initiatives (see appendix) that were developed during 
the brainstorming sessions to better understand their 
implications, cost and effectiveness to meet the strategic goals.   

• Integrate the Strategic Plan objectives into future corporate plans 
and budgets. 

• Align activities and future decisions to the Strategic Plan. 

• Report on accomplishments related to the plan on a regular basis.  

• Report on changes to the plan or changes to the initiatives.   

Plan Roll-out 
A municipality has many competing demands and limited resources 
to undertake new initiatives, as such the roll-out of any strategic plan 
will happen in stages and can happen in an uneven manner.  The key 
is to continue to review progress against the strategic themes.   
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Approval of Strategic plan 

Integration of existing 
projects and initiatives 

Review and adoption of 
new initiatives 

Budget Process and 
Operational Plan activities 

Continuous reporting and 
review of the Strategic Plan 
and progress 



Key Drivers Behind the Plan 
The development of this plan was largely influenced by “key drivers” – key strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that all impact and 
shape Orillia’s future. The following section highlights these key drivers and provides context in shaping the plan.  
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• Financial capacity (e.g. low total 
debt significant borrowing 
capacity); 

• Recent investments in a number 
of assets (e.g. Rotary Place 
(2010), Library (2012), Fire Hall 
(2015), refurbishment of Opera 
House (2018), Recreation Centre 
(2019), which sets the stage for 
growth;  

• Advancements in the City’s 
Smarter City initiatives; and, 

• Natural assets including 
significant waterfront assets.  

• Limited financial reserves and a 
small tax base; 

• Organizational capacity 
constraints;  

• Succession planning issues may 
impact strategy execution; 

• Aging infrastructure can lead to 
capital burden, resident 
dissatisfaction and increasing 
hazard/risks; and, 

• Limited automation and 
digitization. 
 
 

• Play a pivotal role in regional  
development and drive 
conversations centered around 
shared services; 

• Ability to position itself as an 
alternative to capture growth 
from Greater Toronto Area; 

• Increased focus on quality of 
living (e.g. revitalized downtown, 
waterfront activities); and, 

• Leverage potential new 
developments like Hydro One 
and Smarter City initiatives to 
differentiate City’s economic 
landscape. 
 
 
 
 

• Aging population; 
• Slow population growth; 
• Increased housing and service 

needs; 
• Impact of climate change (e.g. 

flooding);  
• Increasing cyber/technology 

risks;  
• Increasing deficit and debt levels 

at senior government levels 
which can lead to increased 
downloading or reduced funding; 
and 

• Increasingly complex social and 
economic challenges.  



Development of the Strategic Plan 
The success of a municipal strategic plan ultimately depends on the buy-in and commitment from City Council and its staff. Understanding the 
importance of buy-in and commitment, this Strategic Plan was developed through a collaborative process based on thoughtful input and open 
discussions conducted through a series of engagement activities. Furthermore, the development of this Strategic Plan has also followed an 
iterative process, allowing stakeholders multiple opportunities to provide input in an open and transparent manner.  

The following graphic depicts this collaborative and continual process, identifying the stakeholders who were involved, and the timeline below 
indicates the corresponding stage within the overall strategic planning process.  
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Discovery Phase 

Internal Validation 

Input and Feedback Collection 

Final Review and Approval  

Council and 
Senior Staff 
Workshop 

Public 
Meeting 

Online 
Survey and 

Vision Boards 

Public Focus 
Groups 

Staff 
Consultations 

Council and 
Senior Staff 

Two-day 
Workshop 

Council and 
Senior Staff 
Interviews 



Development of the Strategic Plan 
The Engagement Process 

The Strategic Plan engagement process was extensive and multi-faceted including: 

Council Focus Groups – MNP held three days of working sessions with Council members and 
senior staff.  

Staff Focus Groups – MNP undertook multiple staff focus group presentations, all employee 
groups were covered and high levels of participation was experienced. 

Public Focus Groups – A number of focus groups were undertaken where the participants were 
invited to attend.  The focus group participants were selected based upon unique insights and 
perspectives in various areas including social services, education, policing, health care, 
business, seniors, recreation and culture. 

Public Open House – We hosted an open house for members of the public to attend and 
provide feedback. 

On-Line Survey – Over 400 responses were received on the survey. 

Vision Boards – Almost 350 responses were received with the “Your Orillia Vision Boards”.  

Open Email Account – MNP received open responses on a dedicated email account 
(yourorillia@mnp.ca) . 
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The Vision to Initiative Pyramid 
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Vision 

Mission 

Strategic Themes 

Goals 

Strategic Initiatives 

Describes the desired future state of the City, the “what” the City wants to be. 

Describes the City’s commitment to the vision, the “how” the City will achieve the vision. 

Describe the key areas of focus the City has prioritized to achieve its vision and mission. 

Categorized by theme, describe what the City expects to accomplish over a 
specific period of time.  

Describe specific action items that will support the City in achieving its 
goals. 

The visual below outlines the structure of the Strategic Plan. The creation of the plan began with the identification of the City’s vision of the 
desired future state, followed by the creation of the mission statement confirming Council’s commitment to implementing the actions required 
to achieve the vision. The specific action items were created based on the six strategic themes, which are the key areas of focus tailored to the 
overall vision. The specific action items emerged after identifying specific goals under each theme, and the changes or additions that could be 
made in the City to achieve those goals.  



Orillia’s Vision and Mission 
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What Makes Orillia Unique? 
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There is a need to acknowledge the aspirations of City’s residents,  
build on the City’s uniqueness and place the City on a growth trajectory. 

Sense of 
Community 

Culture and 
Heritage Growth Quality 

Lifestyle 

Welcoming 
and 

Inclusive 

Small City 
Charm 

Two 
Beautiful 

Lakes 

Credit: OLC  



Vision for the City 
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Orillia is progressive and sustainable, offering an exceptional quality of life,  
vibrant culture, beautiful waterfronts and a compassionate,  

welcoming and inclusive community. 



City of Orillia's Mission: Realizing the Vision 
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The City of Orillia’s mission is to enrich the quality of life for all members of this 
community by providing professional and progressive services and programs that foster 

health and wellness, protect the environment, embrace diversity, honour culture and  
actively explore opportunities for the future.  

The City of Orillia has envisioned a desired future state for the City which has been outlined in the creation of the City’s vision statement. In order to 
achieve the City’s vision, there needs to be a solidified commitment from Council and City staff in regard to providing quality services to residents and 
businesses, and taking action to lay the foundation in which individuals can live fulfilling lives physically, socially, and economically. This commitment is 
depicted in the City’s mission statement, which is action oriented and promotes the collaboration between the City and its residents in a fair, respectful, 
and professional manner.  

The City has also adapted a motto to crystalize the key elements of the mission statement – Proud, Progressive, Professional.   

 



Strategic Themes and Goals 
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Six Strategic Themes for a Focused Future 
The Strategic Plan is founded on six themes that were identified as important areas of focus during stakeholder engagement sessions with 
Council and senior staff. These six themes will support the City in achieving its vision and mission, with each theme containing a series of goals 
and associated initiatives.   
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1. Quality of 
Life 

2. Healthy 
Environment 

3. Vibrant 
Waterfronts 

4. Sustainable 
Growth 

5. Heritage 
Core 

6. Professional, 
Progressive 

City 



Each Strategic Theme has a Clear Underlying Objective 
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By implementing health and well-being initiatives for Orillia’s citizens, the objective is to enhance 
residents’ satisfaction with living in the City and encourage existing residents to remain in the 
community and attract new residents to the City.   This can help to promote growth and a more diverse 
resident demographic to ensure that the City can sustain its assets and continue to provide increased 
opportunities and a high quality of life for the City’s residents.  

By committing to take action to improve the City’s environmental sustainability, the objective is to 
become a leading municipality in environmental initiatives that will reduce Orillia’s environmental 
footprint.  This strategic theme is intended to ensure that the City’s environmental responsibility is at 
the center of its Strategic Plan and to have positive impacts on quality of life and the attractiveness of 
the City.  
 

The objective of this theme is to encourage residents and tourists to continue visiting the waterfronts 
and maintain their status as being an attraction in Orillia year-round. The waterfronts contribute to 
enhancing the quality of life for Orillia’s citizens, and the attraction of tourists, who provide revenue for 
the City.  

Improved health and wellbeing for Orillia’s 
citizens through active lifestyle , cultural 
activities and other measures.  

STRATEGIC THEME OBJECTIVE 

Commitment to environmental 
sustainability by excelling on items such as 
waste management, greenery and water 
management practices. 

Promoting access to engaging and exciting 
year-round waterfronts. 



Each Strategic Theme has a Clear Underlying Objective 
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The objective is to manage the City’s growth to ensure the City maintains its unique attributes and 
sense of community as it grows.  It is also intended to ensure that the resources of the City (financial, 
infrastructure and natural) are managed responsibly and that the City’s growth does not place an 
undue burden on its residents. By focusing on sustainable growth, it is intended that that the City will 
create diversified growth from which the community as a whole benefits.  

The objective is to ensure that the heritage core of the City continues to be a source of pride and a hub 
for the community for residents and visitors.  This strategic theme is intended to ensure the downtown 
core is vibrant and connected to the waterfront and surrounding areas. The promotion of heritage and 
pedestrian friendly initiatives and opportunities will also contribute towards enhancing Orillia’s small-
town charm.  

The objective is to continue to invest in the City’s internal resources including its people and 
technological resources.  This investment will support the City’s ability to execute on all of its strategic 
initiatives and better serve the community. 

Better managing the City’s growth in the 
future.  

 

STRATEGIC THEME OBJECTIVE 

Promoting a revitalized downtown core 
that is pedestrian friendly and heritage 
oriented. 

 
Running a more efficient and citizen 
friendly City through technological 
advances and human capital to better 
connect citizens and businesses. 



Strategic Goals for Achieving the Objectives of Each Theme 
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The goals contained within this plan were first developed by Council and senior staff, and then refined through input and feedback from City 
staff and members of the public.  The goals provide the City with a clear understanding of what needs to be accomplished under each theme 
that will support the City in achieving its vision and mission.  

1.1 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

Strategic Goals 

1.1 Explore opportunities to increase engaging recreation experiences in the City. Residents should feel as though the City provides them 
with opportunities to have quality and diverse recreational experiences.    

1.2 Improve health and well-being of citizens. Initiatives related to this goal have the potential to improve the resident’s quality of life and 
reduce the strain on Orillia’s health care and social services.     

1.3 Actively pursue a welcoming, caring, inclusive and accessible community. Orillia’s population landscape is changing and will continue to 
change.  The City of Orillia needs to position itself to ensure it welcomes, encourages and fully engages the full spectrum of its citizens 
which includes a more diversified population with respect to age, ethnicity,  orientation, physical ability and economic capacity.  Ensuring 
that all of citizens can participate in the City’s offerings is an important goal.   

1.4 Support and enhance culture, arts and an active lifestyle. This will ensure that programs and activities offered tailor to a variety of citizen 
interests and hobbies, thus increasing engagement and participation in these programs and services.  

1.5 Provide supports and services for vulnerable citizens including a strong partnership with the County and other levels of government. 
This will ensure the City works with other levels of governments to help to address concerns regarding key social and economic issues 
including, low household income, affordable housing, and drug and mental health related issues prevalent in the community.     



Strategic Goals for Achieving the Objectives of Each Theme 
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3.1 

Strategic Goal 

2.1 Continue the City’s commitment to environmental stewardship by increasing waste diversion, reducing our environmental footprint, 
enhancing urban greenery, ensuring clean water and promoting safe water management practices.  This will help to address concerns 
regarding the climate challenges, as well as their desire to position Orillia as a leading municipality in addressing climate change.   This goal 
has implications in both services the City undertakes and the infrastructure investments it makes.   

Strategic Goal 

3.1 Increase and promote access to engaging, exciting, four-season waterfronts. Orillia’s waterfronts are a unique, attracting feature of the 
City, and it is therefore important to ensure their usage is maximized to encourage both residents  and tourists to continue to enjoy the 
waterfronts.     



Strategic Goals for Achieving the Objectives of Each Theme 
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4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

4.1 

Strategic Goals 

4.1 Manage growth to accommodate 41,000 residents and 21,000 employment opportunities.  These growth targets relate to the Province’s 
Growth Plan and the City’s official plan, the goal is to ensure the City accommodates this anticipated growth within best planning 
principles to ensure the fabric of the City maintained (i.e. responsible growth).  Additionally, it is intended that City’s growth is undertaken 
within a financial framework, as well as an asset management framework to ensure long-term sustainability.   

4.2 Develop the City to be a year-round destination for tourism, cultural activities, sports, active living, accommodation and trails. This will 
both impact tourism and City residents. Regarding tourism, more year-round visitation will help to minimize the effect of seasonality on 
local businesses, and from a resident perspective, it will make the City more liveable and exciting year-round.  

4.3 Effectively manage growth via focused infrastructure investments that encourage environmentally attractive, affordable, diverse, 
financially sustainable and technology-enabled communities. This goal expands on item 4.1 and focuses on specific concerns around 
affordability, diversity and the environment.  By ensuring future investments are aligned with these items will ensure that growth will be 
aligned with community priorities.  

4.4 Promote economic development to create employment investment opportunities. This will help to attract investment and create 
increased economic opportunity.  Economic development was a significant concern raised in staff and public consultations, and relates to 
concerns regarding low household income levels.     



Strategic Goals for Achieving the Objectives of Each Theme 

5.1 

5.2 

5.2 
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Strategic Goals 

5.1 Promote a revitalized, vibrant, unique, heritage-oriented, pedestrian-friendly core area that is connected to the City’s waterfront. 
This will encourage citizens and tourists to visit the core more frequently and contribute to local businesses in this area.  

5.2 Promote heritage initiatives and opportunities throughout the City. These initiatives will help build on Orillia’s value proposition of 
having small-town charm and will provide opportunities to engage residents and allow them to contribute to the efforts that make 
Orillia unique.  



Strategic Goals for Achieving the Objectives of Each Theme 
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6.1 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

5.2 

6.2 

6.3 

Strategic Goals 

6.1 Leverage technology and data to better operate the City, connecting with citizens and businesses. This will help to increase efficiency 
resulting in potential cost savings for municipal operations, while also improving the ability for citizens to engage the City, have access to 
the information they require, and share their input. 

6.2 Deliver leading edge, efficient and effective services that are client-centric and business friendly. This will help to enhance citizen 
satisfaction and provide support to local businesses. 

6.3 Build organizational human capital needed to support excellent service delivery and well managed growth. Support is necessary to 
facilitate and organize growth initiatives to ensure that the resources required are being utilized effectively to reach their full potential.  

6.4 Manage the City’s finances to ensure long-term sustainability and fiscal responsibility. Increased effective management of the City’s 
budget will allow the City of Orillia to focus on the high-impact service areas that will have the greatest effect on meeting the needs of the 
City and its citizens.  



Appendices 
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Appendix – A: Summary of 
Stakeholder Consultations 
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Survey 
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An online survey was developed and deployed by MNP LLP on behalf of the City of 
Orillia to collect feedback regarding the current Strategic Plan, service review, and 
organizational review currently underway. A hard copy of the survey was also made 
available at the Orillia Public Library and the Orillia City Centre. The City, along with 
consultants from MNP LLP, solicited input from residents, local businesses and 
visitors to gain an understanding of what matters to them and where they want to 
see the City of Orillia today and into the future. 

The survey was posted to the City of Orillia website and social media pages as part 
of a social media campaign with boosted posts for higher engagement. It was also 
promoted during MNP facilitated focus groups, the public meeting, and through the 
City of Orillia Weekly Bulletin, which is distributed in the Orillia Today newspaper 
and to approximately 300 newsletter subscribers weekly.   

The survey was opened on September 25, 2019  and closed October 14, 2019.   

MNP received 437 responses, 379 were completed while 58 were partially 
completed.  

The survey is not purported to be a statistically accurate survey and as such readers 
should utilize the information from this as a data point.   

 

Key Highlights: 

• Survey was in the field for 20 days 

• 437 Responses 

• Due to the nature of the survey, it 
can not be considered a 
statistically accurate survey 
(cannot provide a level of 
confidence).   

• MNP also utilized focus groups 
with staff and citizens to provide 
further insight and context.  



Survey Approach – Questions 
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The following are the questions utilized in the survey.  

Survey Questions 
1. Are you a resident of Orillia? 
2. What’s your current age? 
3. If you had $100 to spend on the six strategic themes, how would you distribute your funds across the themes of the City’s plan? 
4. Please rank the various goals under each theme based on importance (1- Most Important, 5-Least Important) – Quality of Life 
5. Please rank the various goals under each theme based on importance (1- Most Important, 5-Least Important) – Sustainable Growth 
6. Please rank the various goals under each theme based on importance (1- Most Important, 5-Least Important) – Professional, Progressive City 
7. Which area should the City look to spend more on? 
8. Which area should the City look to spend less on? 
9. What proportion of costs do you believe user fees should cover for services like hockey rinks, recreation programs, transit or other municipal services? 
10. Do you believe that every citizen should be treated the same when it comes to fees or do you believe there should differential pricing based on ability to pay? 
11. In order to maintain key infrastructure, municipalities are having to increase their spending on maintenance or on rebuilding their facilities and infrastructure. 

This has resulted in the municipalities implementing significant tax increases to offset the problem.  How would you like to see the City of Orillia tackle this 
problem? 

12. If Orillia were to undertake partnerships with other levels of government or private corporations to provide services in an Alternative Service Delivery Model, 
how would you rank the following factors that Orillia should consider in those scenarios:  (1- Most Important, 3- Least Important) 

13. Is there anything you want to mention or discuss that wasn’t previously addressed (e.g. did we miss a theme, goal, include a goal or theme that shouldn’t have 
been, etc.)? 

 

 



Survey Demographics 
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Q1. Are you a resident of Orillia? Q2. What is your current age? 

Of the 434 responses for this question, 89.6% of respondents are residents 
of Orillia and 10.4% are not. 

The largest response group (37.3%) are over the age of 60, and a minority of 
the respondents (3.7%) are children and teenagers.   



Survey Responses – Strategic Themes 
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Q3. If you had $100 to spend on the six strategic themes, how would you distribute your funds across the themes of the City’s plan? 
We posed a question to garner insights into the relative ranking of importance of the six strategic themes outlined in the draft Strategic Plan.  The purpose of 
the question was to determine if respondents aligned to the six themes, and to determine if there was a distinct preference or lack thereof.   
 

Respondents were inclined to distribute more of their funds 
towards the themes of quality of life and healthy environment, 
suggesting that these two themes are considered to be more 
important. The respondents did not disproportionately distribute 
their remaining funds towards any of the remaining four themes, 
suggesting that respondents did not distinguish a  single other 
theme as being substantially less important than the rest.  

Focus Group Point of View – Public focus groups had a similar 
ranking however sustainable growth was ranked second.    
For staff sessions, Professional, Progressive City ranked second.   



Survey Responses – Theme: Quality of Life 
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Q4. Please rank the various goals under Quality of Life based on importance (1- Most Important, 5-Least Important) – Quality of Life. 

Respondents said that improving the health and wellbeing of citizens is the most important goal under the theme of quality of life. Of the remaining four goals, 
respondents did not suggest that any one was significantly more or less important than the others.  MNP did observe in focus group discussions that a number 
of people noted that they ranked Health and Wellbeing higher as they viewed it as an all encompassing goal.  

Orillia’s Index of Wellbeing 
study would be aligned with the 
top ranked goal for this theme.  



Survey Responses – Theme: Sustainable Growth 
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Q5. Please rank the various goals under Sustainable Growth based on importance (1- Most Important, 5- Least Important) – Sustainable Growth 

Respondents said that managing growth through focused infrastructure investments in a manner to ensure sustainability was the highest ranked goal.  Although 
not ranked number 1, infrastructure investments to manage potential growth of the City was a strong second. The conclusion is that the respondents clearly 
understood that investments in growth must be managed effectively. Respondents found developing the City to be a year round destination for tourism and 
recreation to be the less important relative to the other two goals. 

Digging a little deeper – The number 1 
ranked option had 180 respondents rank it 
as most important and the number 2 
ranked option had 161 respondents rank it 
as number 1.   This further shows the clear 
recognition of the importance of investing 
and managing growth.  



Survey Responses – Theme: Professional, Progressive City 
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Q6. Please rank the various goals under each theme based on importance (1- Most Important, 5-Least Important) – Professional, Progressive City  

Respondents indicated that managing the City’s finances to ensure long-term sustainability was substantially more important than the other three goals in 
terms of  becoming a professional, progressive City. Next, respondents found it important to become more efficient and effective and leverage technology, 
which are factors that could be applied to how services and staff currently operate, rather than investing in attracting new staff, as a majority of respondents 
found this to be less important for the delivery of critical services.  
The focus groups were challenged with only selecting one option (rather than a ranking) – interestingly the focus on managing the finances was not as 
significant in the focus groups.  

Digging deeper – Manage the City’s 
finances received 224 rankings as most 
important so more than half the 
respondents ranked this as the top 
priority 

Focus Group Point of View – 41% of 
staff selected “invest in City staff” as 
their top choice, second choice was 
“Leverage technology” at 26%.   
 
The public sessions ranked “Deliver 
leading edge services” the highest at 
44%, followed by Manage the City’s 
finances, “leveraging technology” was 
selected the least at 12%.   



Survey Responses – Costs  
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Q7. Which area should the City look to spend more on? 

A large percentage of respondents (49.6%) said 
they wanted to see more money spent on 
Transportation Services. Planning and General 
Government ranked the lowest for increased 
spending. 
 
Spending on Planning and General Government 
Services generally does not rank well in public 
surveys.     



Survey Responses – Costs 
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Q8. Which area should the City look to spend less on? 

A majority of respondents (54.0%) said they wanted to see less 
money spent on Planning and General Government services.  
 
However of interest is that Recreation and Culture ranked 
second by respondents as an area we could spend less money 
on, which is different than anticipated based on the earlier 
question.  
 
The takeaway is that respondents would (if less spending is 
required) prefer to see the reductions come from General 
Government and Recreation and Culture. 



Survey Responses – User Fees 
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Q10. Do you believe that every citizen should be treated the same when it comes to fees or do you believe there should differential pricing based on ability 
to pay? 

61.9% of respondents believe that there 
should be differential pricing based on 
the ability to pay.  
Respondents clearly indicated that ability 
to pay should be factored in when it 
comes to user fees.  



Survey Responses – Paying for Infrastructure 
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Q11. In order to maintain key infrastructure, municipalities are having to increase their spending on maintenance or on rebuilding their facilities and 
infrastructure. This has resulted in the municipalities implementing significant tax increases to offset the problem.  How would you like to see the City of 
Orillia tackle this problem? 

45.6% of respondents believe that Council 
should find other ways to fund infrastructure 
needs as opposed to raising taxes, while 20.6% 
of respondents would not be opposed to 
increased taxes and rates in order to maintain 
service levels. Overall, more respondents would 
prefer to see reductions to services in order to 
prevent drastic tax and rate increases. 

Focus Group Point of View – Though just used 
as a discussion question in focus groups it 
appeared that the strongest sentiment was a 
blended approach of cuts and funding increases.  



Survey Responses – Partnerships for Service Delivery 
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Q12. If Orillia were to undertake partnerships with other levels of government or private corporations to provide services in an Alternative Service Delivery 
Model, how would you rank the following factors that Orillia should consider in those scenarios:  (1- Most Important, 3- Least Important) 

The highest scoring option for respondents indicated that having control over the quality of the service is the most important factor when considering 
partnerships with other levels of government or private corporations to provide services.   

Digging deeper – The ability to reduce 
cost to the taxpayer actually received 
more number 1 rankings (192 rankings 
out of 437 responses).  The ability to 
control quality received 183 number 1 
rankings, however this option received 
far greater number 2 rankings pulling up 
the total average score.   
Clearly cost and quality were the key 
deciding factors.  



Survey Responses – Written Responses 
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Q13. Is there anything you want to mention or discuss that wasn’t previously addressed (e.g. did we miss a theme, goal, include a goal or theme that 
shouldn’t have been, etc.)? 

The following themes emerged from the written survey responses: 
 
1) Affordability: Respondents note that housing and services are unaffordable for many low income residents, especially as house and rent prices continue 

to rise and there is a need for this to be addressed. 
2) Job Creation: Respondents feel there is a need for Orillia to attract larger companies who will be able to attract skilled workers and provide higher paying 

jobs for residents. 
3) Environmental Sustainability: Respondents believe Orillia should be more concerned about climate change and should take actions to become more 

environmentally responsible in regard to infrastructure development and the provision of services. 
4) Accessibility: Respondents believe measures could be taken to improve accessibility in Orillia, especially given the demographic of residents (high 

proportion of seniors). 
5) Revenue Generation: Many respondents feel strongly both for and against parking rate and user fee increases as a means of generating revenue aside 

from raising taxes to fund municipal projects, and any rate changes would result in a strong reaction either way. 



Survey Responses – Written Responses Quotations 
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A Sample of Quotations from Responses:  

Affordability: 
• “Affordable housing. I read recently about the so-called affordable housing project on Elgin St. but how is $1,035 per month (likely without utilities) for a 438 

sq. ft. apartment affordable? It's not in a city like Orillia where it's difficult to get a well-paying job, or for those of us who are self-employed.”  
• “More needs to be done with the opioid crisis. Also with affordable housing. For a low income town, new houses cost as much or more than that of Barrie.” 
Job Creation:  
• “I think it is important for Orillia to add invest in attracting quality jobs to the area.”  
• “There should be a focus on high skilled jobs - everyone I know works out of the City. I'd love to work and live here - commuting is becoming less feasible the 

further I have to go to match my skill set and salary expectations.” 
Environmental Sustainability:  
• “Orillia should become a leader among small cities in Canada by being among the first to be carbon-neutral/net-zero, zero-waste.”  
• "Environmental Sustainability should be the single number one focus in this day and age. Financial sustainability will come along with that.” 
Accessibility: 
• “Accessibility is terrible in Orillia. The major Couchiching Park is absolutely inaccessible to wheelchairs. No cut downs, terrible sidewalks, poor accessibility 

planning for events...the list goes on. Get in a wheelchair and see for yourselves.”  
• “Keep our vulnerable citizens in mind. Focus on accessibility and on the poor. Orillia falls short in providing services for poor people, seniors and the disabled.” 
Revenue Generation:  
• “I think having free parking and boat launching does a disservice to the people in our community. We should be providing these services at a fee, for non-

residents that will allow the City to cover costs of the environmental impact that use of our parks and water leave.”  
• “There should more free downtown parking.”  



Additional Takeaways and Observations 
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Cost and Finances – People responding to the online survey were far 
more sensitive to financial matters and total cost.  This was 
demonstrated in a number of areas: 

• Regarding the Professional and Progressive City question where 
respondents ranked the various goals under this theme based on 
importance– managing finances was by a wide margin the 
preferred focus for those completing the survey.   

• When looking at cost recovery from user fees – those completing 
the survey were less inclined to have higher user fees.  

• They also preferred looking for other cuts to fund infrastructure 
needs rather than levy or rate increases.  

• On the question related to service delivery methods more people 
ranked reducing costs as the top priority for these service 
delivery methods. 

Staff Message – There is a clear signal being sent from staff in their 
focus groups – investment in the City and in the people that deliver 
the services is required.  
 

Environmental Awareness – Environmental matters had significant 
discussion in the focus groups.  This included specific discussions 
on how the City should take  action to become more 
environmentally sustainable and make addressing climate change a 
priority. 

Social and Economic Issues – There was significant discussion on 
social issues such as economic disadvantages, drug dependency 
issues and inclusivity issues.  Additionally, there were specific 
discussions around increasing economic opportunities and growth 
for the City to assist with some of the social and economic issues.  
These issues were also discussed under sustainability discussions.   
 

Key Messages 



Two public “Your Orillia” vision boards were installed at the City Centre and the Orillia Public Library to solicit feedback on the six strategic 
themes. A vision board was also located at Rotary Place for a weekend. The vision boards allowed the public to provide written responses to 
questions regarding the draft Strategic Plan themes. A total of 347 responses were collected and were categorized thematically. A breakdown 
of the responses are as follows: 

1. Quality of 
Life 

2. Healthy 
Environment 

3. Vibrant 
Waterfronts 

4. 
Sustainable 

Growth 

5. Heritage 
Core 

6. 
Professional, 
Progressive 

City 

Quality of Life – 103 responses 
Vibrant Waterfronts – 46 responses  
Heritage Core – 37 responses 
Healthy Environment – 71 responses 
Sustainable Growth – 54 responses 
Professional, Progressive City – 36 responses 

Vision Board Responses 
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Vision Board Responses – Quality of Life 
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Strategic Theme #1 – Quality of Life 

•   

 
“My quality of life in Orillia 

would improve if:” 

A Sample of Quotations from Responses:  
• “Potholes were filled and sidewalks redone. Huge potholes where I live. Hard to drive.” 
• “More affordable housing options for everyone.” 

Responses can be organized into the following categories:  

5% 

5% 

9% 

10% 

16% 

16% 

19% 

21% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Other*

Activities and Opportunities for Children and Youth

More Shopping/Entertainment/Recreation Options

Implementation of Environmental Initiatives

Health and Wellness Programs

Improved Busing and Transportation Systems

Ongoing Maintenance and Improved Accessibility

Affordability - Housing and Living

*The category “Other” represents a variety of suggestions that were not 
aligned with the categories being presented. 



Vision Board Responses – Healthy Environment  
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Strategic Theme #2 – Healthy Environment  

•   

 
“An environmentally conscious 

Orillia to me looks like:” 

A Sample of Quotations from Responses:  
• “Rewilding undeveloped spaces and using them as natural green spaces and education tools.” 
• “Better recycling program. Notice that recycling isn’t separated.” 

Responses can be organized into the following categories:  

6% 

6% 

6% 

8% 

11% 

12% 

23% 

28% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Other*

Improved Safety Measures

Improved Cleanliness and Appearance

Inform Community and Encourage Involvement

Improved Accessibility and More Transportation Options

Improved Waste Management Programs

More Effective Space Usage

Policy Improvements and Implementation

*The category “Other” represents a variety of suggestions that 
were not aligned with the categories being presented. 



Vision Board Responses - Waterfronts 
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Strategic Theme #3 – Vibrant Waterfronts  

•   

 
“I would visit Orillia’s 

waterfronts more often if:” 

A Sample of Quotations from Responses:  
• “There was something happening down there – shops, cafes, buskers, music, fun, retail stores, artists…” 
• “Trash along the lake edge was cleaned up (or not left there in the first place).” 

Responses can be organized into the following categories:  

4% 

7% 

11% 

16% 

18% 

20% 

24% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

More Dog Friendly

Fee Adjustments

Enhanced Traffic Safety

Selective Developments and Increased Access

Increased Affordability

More Restaurant and Entertainment Options

Improved Cleanliness



Vision Board Responses – Sustainable Growth 
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Strategic Theme #4 – Sustainable Growth 

•   

 
“Effectively managed growth in 

Orillia looks like:” 

A Sample of Quotations from Responses:  
• “More affordable housing.” 
• “More industry and jobs.” 

Responses can be organized into the following categories:  

7% 

7% 

9% 

9% 

9% 

16% 

21% 

21% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Other*

Keep Information Orillia

Environmental Considerations

Improved Healthcare

Ongoing Maintenance and Improved Connectivitiy

Mindful Development

More Jobs and Affordable Housing

Parking Fee Adjustments and Extended Public Transit

*The category “Other” represents a variety of suggestions that were 
not aligned with the categories being presented. 



Vision Board Responses – Heritage Downtown 
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Strategic Theme #5 – Heritage Core  

•   

 “I would like to see these 
improvements made to our 

heritage downtown:” 

A Sample of Quotations from Responses:  
• “Pedestrian friendly downtown streets – flex streets.” 
• “More public investment in building renovations, maintenance and signage.” 

Responses can be organized into the following categories:  

8% 

8% 

11% 

14% 

25% 

33% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Enhanced Safety Measures

Increased Parking Availability

Affordability

Targetted Investment and Improved Accessibility

More Shopping Options

Improved Maintenance and Signage



Vision Board Responses – Professional, Progressive City 
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Strategic Theme #6 – Professional, Progressive City 

•   

 
“City Hall can be more efficient 

and citizen friendly by:” 

A Sample of Quotations from Responses:  
• “Create a citizens lobby group. Adopt plain language in government and staff.” 
• “Properly maintaining sidewalks year-round.” 

Responses can be organized into the following categories:  

6% 

6% 

12% 

18% 

18% 

18% 

21% 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Other*

Reduced Fees for Locals

Increased Parking, Transportation Options and Accessibility

Improved Safety

Ongoing Sidewalk Maintenance and Repairs

Extended Public Service and Information Access

Inclusion of Citizen Input

*The category “Other” represents a variety of suggestions that 
were not aligned with the categories being presented. 
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Categories Comments Cards Total Count
Cheaper Dental Care 1
Better Access to Mental Health Services/Support 8
Improved Hospital Care 1
Free Medication 1
Increased Availability of Doctors 3
Smoke Free Areas 2
Improved Safety - Video Surveillance 2
More Activities for Youth 5
Better Education 1
More Community Events 1
Dog Friendly Areas 2
More Stores and Cafes 7
More Sidewalk Repairs/ Improved Safety/Installation 8
More Sidewalk Clearing 3
Improved Accessibility of Services and Information 4
Enhanced Cleanliness and Improved Appearance 3
Targeted Road Maintenance 2
Improve Traffic Flow 2
More Job Opportunities 2
More Affordable Housing - General 14
More Affordable Housing - Seniors 3
Lower Living Costs / Taxes 4
User Fee Increase 1
Cleared Bus Stops 2
More Frequent Transit/Extended Schedules 5
Better Transit for Seniors 3
Improved Bus Shelters 4
Allow Dogs 1
Free Parking 3
Implement Paper Straws 2
Conserve Energy 1
Community Gardens 1
Better Management of Food Waste 1
Less Plastic Waste 1
Better Waste Management 5
Less Development 1
Remove Housing Center 1
Reinstate Lost Funding 1
Keep Information Orillia 1
Better Council Operations 3

6

Implementation of Environmental Initiatives

Other

18

6

10

22

24

18

12

Health and Wellness

Activities and Opportunities for Children and Youth

More Shopping/Entertainment/Recreation Options

Ongoing Maintenance and Improved Accessibility

Affordability - Housing and Living

Improved Busing and Transportation Systems



Vision Board Responses – Raw Data – Waterfronts  
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Categories Comments Cards Total Count
Stop Speeding 2
Too Many Cars 3
Improved Biking Accessibility 2
Safer Crosswalks 1
More Parking 1
Enhanced Bus Service 1
More Condos 1
WIFI 1
More Markets  and Community Events 4
Boat Rental 1
Splash Pad 1
More Restaurants 3
Improved Water Quality 2
General Cleanliness Improvements 4
Maintain Protected Areas 2
Manage Goose Problem 3
Places for Dogs to Swim 1
Dog Park 1
Free Parking 1
User Fees for Non-Residents 2
More Affordable Housing 2
Better Health and Dental Coverage 2
More Jobs 1
Low Fees for Seniors 1
Help the Homeless 1
Lower Taxes 1

Increased Affordability

3

8

Fee Adjustments

5

7

9

11

2

Enhanced Traffic Safety

Selective Developments and Increased Access

More Restaurant and Entertainment Options

Improved Cleanliness

More Dog Friendly



Vision Board Responses – Raw Data – Heritage Downtown 
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Categories Comments Cards Total Count
Increased Police Presence 1
Smoking Bans 1
Manage Drug Issue 1
Larger and More Interpretive Signs 2
Manage Bird Presence 1
More Frequent Sidewalk Repair and Plowing 5
Improved Cleanliness 3
Ongoing Road Repairs 1
More Bike Parking 1
Free Parking 2
Better Use of Vacant Spaces 3
Create a Pedestrian Mall 4
More Patios 1
Longer Store Hours 1
More Employment Opportunities 1
Cheaper Rent 1
Help the Homeless 1
Lower Activity and Recreation Fees 1
More Green Spaces 1
WIFI 1
Investment in Current Infrastructure 2
Improved Accessibility 1

5

Enhanced Safety Measures

Improved Maintenance and Signage

Increased Parking Availability

More Shopping Options 

Affordability

Targeted Investment & Improved Accessibility

3

12

3

9

4



Vision Board Responses – Raw Data – Environmentally Conscious 
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Categories Comments Cards Total Count
Better Recycling Programs 4
More Composting 4
Create and Preserve Greenspaces 8
Implement Planting Efforts 2
More Community Projects 3
Preserve Current Spaces 2
Community Action 2
Provide Information 1
Declare Community Emergency 2

Improved Cleanliness and Appearance Remove Garbage 4 4
Clear Sidewalks 2
Clear Bike Trails / Bike friendly 3
More Transportation to Toronto 1
Bussing Improvements 1
Carbon Neutral Efforts 5
Ban Single Use Plastics 5
Promote Electric Vehicles/ City Busses 2
Sustainable Actions and Decisions 6
Mental Health Programs 1
Address Drug Problems 1
Fraud 2
Improve Affordability 1
Keep Information Orillia 3

Other

8

15

5

7

18

4

4

Improved Waste Management Programs

More Effective Space Usage

Inform Community and Encourage Involvement

Improved Accessibility and More Transportation Options

Policy Improvements and Implementation

Improved Safety Measures



Vision Board Responses – Raw Data – Growth 
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Categories Comments Cards Total Count
Carbon Neutral Initiatives 1
Preserve Greenspaces 3
Climate Change Information 1
Develop Inner-city Areas 3
Long-Term Vision and Effective Use of Funds 3
Less Road Widenings 1
Maintain Current Architecture 2

Keep Information Orillia Keep Information Orillia 4 4
New Hospital in the City 2
Keep Current Hospital 1
Better Health and Dental Plans 1
Better Training for First Responders 1
More Employment Opportunities 6
More Affordable Housing 5
More Housing for Seniors 1
More Sidewalks and Improved Connectivity 3
Road Maintenance 1
Sidewalk Clearing 1
Free Parking 5
Better Transit System 3
Parking Fees for Tourists 1
Extended Transit Schedule 2
More Efficient Traffic Light System 1
New Arena 1
Less Noise 1
Open a Dispensary 1
Open a Dog Park 1

Other

5

9

5

12

5

12

4

Environmental Considerations

Mindful Development

Improved Healthcare

More Jobs and Affordable Housing

Ongoing Maintenance and Improved Connectivity

Parking Fee Adjustments and Extended Public Transit



Vision Board Responses – Raw Data – Efficient and Citizen Friendly 
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Categories Comments Number Total Count
Stop By-Law Harassment 1
Safer Crosswalks 1
Stop Cover Ups by Council 1
Stop Cheap Beer 1
Police Station Downtown 1
Tax Fraud 1
Better Parking Downtown 1
More Transport to Toronto 1
Better Trail Accessibility 1
Free Parking 1
Lower Taxes 1
No User Fees for Locals 1
More Sidewalks and Frequent Snow Clearing 4
Manage Bird Problems 1
Fix Broken Meters 1
Extend Library Hours 2
More Printing Access 1
Sell Transit Passes at the Library 1
More Online Services 2
Implement Feedback/Input Platforms 5
Increased Information Transparency 2
Respect the Environment 1
Evening Appointments for Subsidy 1

Other

6

4

2

6

6

7

2

Improved Safety 

More Parking, Transportation Options and Increased Accessibility

Reduced Fees for Locals

Ongoing Sidewalk Maintenance and Repairs

Extended Public Service and Information Access

Inclusion of Citizen Input



Appendix – B: Results of Working Sessions, 
Suggested or Illustrative Initiatives 
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Illustrative Initiatives for the Strategic Plan 
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In the following section, we list the various initiatives which were “brainstormed” during a working session with Council and senior management.  These 
suggested initiatives were grouped under each theme. These initiatives are not formally adopted as part of the Strategic Plan, but were suggested for 
further consideration or are illustrative of the types of initiatives to be considered.   These will require further analysis and study.   

1.1 - Explore opportunities to increase engaging 
          recreation experiences in the City 
1.2 - Improve health and well-being of citizens 
1.3 - Actively pursue a welcoming, caring, inclusive and  
          accessible community 
1.4 - Support and enhance culture, arts and an active     
          lifestyle 
1.5 - Provide supports and services for vulnerable citizens  
          including strong partnership with the County and       
         other levels of Government 

Initiatives for Consideration: 



Illustrative Initiatives for the Strategic Plan 
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2.1 - Continue the City’s commitment to environmental  
         stewardship by increasing waste diversion,  
         reducing our carbon footprint, enhancing urban  
         greenery, ensuring clean water and promoting  
         safe water management practices  

Initiatives for Consideration: 



Illustrative Initiatives for the Strategic Plan 
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3.1 - Increase and promote access to engaging,  
         exciting, four-season waterfronts 

Initiatives for Consideration: 



Illustrative Initiatives for the Strategic Plan 
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4.1 - Manage growth to accommodate 41,000 residents  
         and 21,000 employment opportunities by 2041 
4.2 - Develop the City to be a year-round destination for  
          tourism, cultural activities, sports, active living,  
          accommodation and trails 
4.3 - Effectively manage growth via focused  
          infrastructure investments that encourage  
          environmentally attractive, affordable, diverse,  
          financially sustainable and technology-enabled  
          communities 
4.4 - Promote economic development to create  
         employment investment opportunities 
 
 

4.
1 

Initiatives for Consideration: 



Illustrative Initiatives for the Strategic Plan 
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5.1 - Promote a revitalized, vibrant, unique, heritage- 
         oriented, pedestrian-friendly core area that is  
        connected to the City’s waterfront 
5.2 - Promote heritage initiatives and opportunities  
         throughout the City 

Initiatives for Consideration: 



Illustrative Initiatives for the Strategic Plan 
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6.1 - Leverage technology and data to better operate the City,  
         connect with citizens and businesses 
6.2 - Deliver leading edge, efficient and effective services that  
         are client-centric and business friendly 
6.3 - Build organizational human capital needed to support  
         excellent service delivery and well managed growth 
6.4 - Manage the City’s finances to ensure long-term  
         sustainability and fiscal responsibility 
 
 

Initiatives for Consideration: 
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